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A METHOD OF CALIBRATING AIRSPEED INSTALIM!IONS ON
AIRPLANES AT TEWWONIC AND SUPERSONIC WEEDS
BY USE OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREWNTS
By John A. zdOVCik
SUMMARY
A method is described of calibrating airspeed installations on
airplanes at transonic and supersonic speeds by use of instrumentation
in the airplane only, The method consists in first making a survey of
temperature, static pressure, and total pressure over the desired range
of altitudes at speeds for which the airspeed calibration is know.
The airplane is then flown at speeds for which the calibration is
desired through the range of altitude surveyed, and the measurements
of temperature, static pressure, and total pressure are repeated. The
values of total pressure and indicated temperature at a given instant
in the calibration run, together with the temperature recovery factor
of the thermometer, define the relation between ambient temperature and
static pressure at that instant. Comparison of this relation with that
determined from the survey gives the value of free-stream static
pressure at that instant. The static-pressure error is then obtained
by subtracting the free-stream static pressure from the indicated static
pressure. This method requires precise measurements of temperature. An
accuracy in the calibration of 1.0 percent of Mach numibernesr a Mach
number of 1.0 corresponds to au accuracy in the measurement of temperature
of Lo F below and 20 F above the tropopause.
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INTRODUCTION
The static-pressure source of a pitot-static airspeed installation
on an airplane may be calibrated at low altitude and subsonic speeds,
principally in level flight, by any one or more of several methods
described in reference 1. For level-flight runs, dives, and maneuvers
at high speeds and high altitudes, the radar method described in refer-
-
ence 2 niaybe used. h this method, the radar-phototheodolite tracking
equipment is used to establish the geometric altitude of the airplane
in surveys of atmospheric pressure made at speeds for which the airspeed
k calibration is known and in maneuvers under conditions for which the
calibration is desired.’ Although this method of calibrating airspeed
installations is very precise, its use is lfmited to agencies having
.-
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radar-phototheodolit= quipnenti~---hothermethod of calibrating air-
speed installations at high speeds and high altitudes,”whi~ appears
to have promise of wider use than the radar method, utilizes measure-
ments of total pressure, static pressure, and temperature made in
surveys at speeds where the calibration is known and in hi@-speed
conditions where the calibration is desir~. A descriytia. of this method
together-with a discussion of the vs.riouserras ent=w the calibration
sre pre%nted in this paper.
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SYMBOLS
stqtic.pressureindicated by pitot=static tistallation
free-stresm static or atmospheric pressure
free-stream total yressure for subsonic flow and total pressure
%ehind normal shock for supersonic flow
Mach number
indicated Mach number
local Mach number
measured temperature, absolut-eunits -
free-slmeam temperature, absolute units
local-stream temperature, absolute units
.
temperature recovery factor
(?::;2)2.
(Tm - T’t-emyeraturerecovery factor —
~\O.2M2T)
AIRPIANl EQUITMENT
The airplane on which the static-pressure source of-the pitot=
static installation is calibrated should be equipped tith a recording
altimeter, an airspeed recorder, a thermometer kving a ~@ .
=—
*
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temperature recovery factor, and a temperature recorder. T& recording
altimeter is used to.record the static pressure measured by the static-
pressure source. The airspeed recorder is used to record the impact
pressure or the difference %etween total and static pressures measuxed
by the pitot-static installation. The airspeed recorder and the
recording altimeter should be the o@y instruments connected to the
static-pressure source and should be located as n&r as possible to
it in order to minimize the pressure lag of the recording system. The
ma~itude of the pressure lag may be determined by methods described
in reference 1. If the lag is appreciable, correctionsmqst be made
to the measured static pressure. The thermometer should be prope?ily
shielded from-radiation from the airplane and from the sun and should
have a temperature recovery factor close to 1.0 in order ta minimize
any effects of local flow conditions. The thermometer should also have
a low temperature lag. If the lag is appreciable, corrections to the
recorded temperature must~be made.
C!AHXRATION FROCXDURE
One step of the calibration Procedure.consists in surveying the
static pressure and temperature over an altitude rage in which the
calibration is to be performed. The survey may be made in level-fl.i@
runs, clhnbs, and/or descents by flying the airplane at a speed for
which a calibration of the pitot-static installation exists or may be
obtained by one of the methods described in reference 1. h the
surveys, simultaneousmeasurements are made of impact yressure, static
pressure, and temperature. The static-pressure and temperature are
corrected to free-stream values by using the lmown calibrations for the
static-pressure source and the thermometer. It appears desirable to
repeat the surveys at various times during the calibration procedure in
order to reduce the random errors and to obtain a check on the possible
atmospheric changes if the calibrations are expected t.otake an
appreciable time.
-.
After the static-pressure survey, the airplane is flown through
the region surveyed under conditions for which the
desired, and stiul.taneousmeasurements are made of
static pressure, and temperature.
EVAHJATION OF DATA
calibration is
impact pressure,”
The free-stream.staticpressure determined from the surve~ can be
expressed as a function of free-stream temperature or
p = f(T) (1)
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For the calibration runs, free-stream static pres&e maybe obtained
as a function o~free-stream temperature by using the following
.
<1.0relations: For M =
and
where pT and
Combining
;= (1-+ 0.2M2)3”5 ‘-
P~
—=
P“ ( & 2.51.2M2 5“7,5.6M2 - O.i
Tm
—=
T
1 + o.2Kb?
~ sre measured in the calibration runs.
(2a)
equations (2) and (3) and eliminating M yields the
following relations: For M ~ 1.0
For M~l.O
[1() 2.528Tm 1 -08—— - lP =*- ‘X$(? -q
(2b)
—
(3)
(4a)
(4b)
The simultaneous solution of equations (1) and (4] for given values
of pT and ~ yields the free-stream static pressure p which iS
then subtracted frcm the static pressure measured in the calibration
run in order to determine the static~pressureerror.
The most convenient solutionof eqpations (l), (2), and (3)
appears to be by a graphical method. In the graphical solution, the
free-stream static pressure obtained in the surveys is plotted against
free-stream temperature. Then, for given values of total pressure ~
and temperature T& as measured at a given instant in the calibration
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run, values of p and T are computed from equations (2) and (3),
respectively, for several Mach numbers near the indicated Mach ntiber.
These values of p and T are then plotted on the graph showing the
variation of free-stream static pressure with free-stream temperature
as determined from the surveys. The intersection of the two curves
-determinesthe free-stresm static pressure which, when subtracted from
the static pressure obtained in the calibration run, gives the static-
pressure error for that instat in the calibration run. This process
is continued for other values of pT and Tm obtained at other times
during the calibration run until the static-pressure error for the
entire calibration run is determined.
The method is further illustratedby
in tables 1 to ~ and in figures 1 and2.
a hypothetical calibration
ACCURACY
The accuracy of the calibration depends primarily on the variation
of atmospheric temperature with time and horizontal and vertical distance,
the absolute value of the temperature recovery factor K of the
thermometer, and the accuracy to which K is known. Since no compre-
hensive measurements have as yet been made to determine the variation
of temperature with time and with horizontal distiace at a given
geometric altitude, the effect of these variations on the accuracy of
a calibration cannot be estimated at the present. To minimize these
effects, the calibration can be performed on days when there are
practically no thermal currents at the desired altitudes or over areas
where the thermal currents may be expected to be small. At altitudes
above 35,000 feet, thermal currents are probably negligible. Because
of the simplified calibration procedure, a number of survey and calibra-
tion
with
from
tion
runs may be made to fair out the random error.
Since e~ation (1) involves the variation of atmospheric pressure
temperature, the accuracy of the free-stream pressure determined
equations (1) and (4) would be expected to decrease if the varia-
of atmospheric pressure with temperature approached the adiabatic
variation. An examination of weather records has shown that above an
altitude of 20,000 feet, however, the variation of atmospheric pressure
with temperature is seldom less than that for IL4CAstandard atmosphere.
In the discussion of errors in the following paragraphs, the
error in Mach number is considered rather than the error in static
pressure since Mach number is of more immediate interest. In any case,
a direct relation exists between emor in Mach number end error in
.
static pressure involving Mach number as a paremeter.
*
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Mach number due to errors in measuring temperature,
Yahe of K, and in measuring total and static
pressqres are derived in the appendix. The error in K due to local
flow conditions is also derived in the appendix. The errors in Mach
number-due to an error of 1° F in temperature and an error of 0.01 in
the value of K are plotted in figures 3 and 4, respectively. An
error of’1° F in measured temperature at a Mach number of 0.8 corresponds
to an error of about 0.02 in Mach number at altitudes below about
35,000 feet (altitudeswith temperature gradient ). Above 35,000 feet
where practically no temperature gradient exists, the error in Mach.
number is aboutil/3 the error for lower altitudes. The accuracy is
also improved as the Mach number is increased.
An error of 0.01 in
of-unity) correspondsto
Mach number of 0.8 (fig.
altitude of about 35,000
35,000 feet:
the value of K (for K in the neighborhood
an error of about 0.01 in Mach number at a
4). The error in Mach number above an
feet is appreciably lower them below
In the appendix it may be seen that the accuracy ofithe calibra-
tion vanishes when the value of K lies between 0.66 and 0.31 for
Mach numbers 0.4to 1.8. Thermometers must therefore be chosen that
have either a negligible recovery factor or a value of recovery factor
approaching 1.0. A thermometer with a small or zero recovery factor
would give appreciably @roved accuracy when used at-altitudes with a
temperature gradient, buticould not be used at all at altitudes with no
temperature gradient. There may be some difficulty, however, in
..
locating a thermometer with a low recovery factor on an airplane in
order that the value of K would notibe affected appreciably by local #.
velocity. The error in recovery factor K due to local flow conditions
is shown in figure ~, The error.in K decreases as the value of K
approaches 1.0 and,’of course, vanishes at K = 1.0. On this basis, a
thermometer having a value of K of 0.99 to 1.0 is recommended. An
effort should be made in any case to locate the thermomet-erin a region
where local velocity closely approaches free-stream velocity. When a
thermometer with a low recovery factor is located in a region where the
local velocity differs appreciably from free-strewn velocity, the
apparent error in K may be avoided, provided that=the local Mach
number is determined and eqpation (16) is used in place of eqyatfon (3).
The accuracy of an NACA recording altimeter and an airspeed recorder
is *l/h percent of the full-scale reading. This accuracy would corre-
spond to an accuracy of fl inch of water for the altheter and +0.38 inch
of water for the airspeed recorfierwith a range of lx inches of-water.
If the total pressure is obtained by adding the impact pressure to the
static pressure, then the error in Mach number due to an error of’
1 inch of water in static pressure at an altitude of 30,000 feet and a . *
Mach number of 1.0 is 0.0034,according to equation (20) in the appendix,
u
.
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Under corresponding conditions, the error ti Mach number due to an
error in impact pressure of 0.38 inch of water is 0.0027. The probable
maximum error in Mach number for a single observation due to the errors
in static pressure and impact pressure is {(0.0034)2+ (0.0027)2
or 0.004. The error inlfachnumber due to an error of 1.0 percent in
total or free-stream static pressure is shown in figure 6.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method is described for calibrating the static-pressure source
of a pitot-static airspeed installation on an airplane in maneuvers at
transonic and supersonic speeds,by use of only instrumentation in the
airplane. The method consists in first making a survey of temperature,
static pressure, and total pressure over the desired range of altitudes
at speeds for which the calibration is known. The airplane is then
flown at speeds for which the calibration is desired through the range
of altitude surveyed, and the measurements of temperature, static
premmre, and total pressure are repeated. The values of total pressure
and indicated temperature at a given instant in the calibration run, ..
together with the temperature recovery factor of the thermometer,
define the relation between ambient temperature and static pressure at
that instant. Comparison of this relation with that determined from
the survey gives the value of free-stream static pressure at that
instant. The static-pressure error is then obtained by subtracting the -
free-stresm static pressure from the indicated static pressure.
Since the instruments required for the cd.ibration are contained
in the airplane, a calibration may always be readily obtained should
the airplane enter a previously unexplored fli@t condition. No .
previous preparation for such a calibration is required beyond having
the required instrumentation in the airplane.
The accuracy of the method depends primarily on the accuracy of
the’temperature measurements, the variation of temperature with altitude,
ad the variation of temperature with timk and horizontal distance.
The accuracy improves appreciably for altitudes above 35,000 feet where
8 NACATN2046
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there is no temperature gradient ~.d also as the Machnumber is increased.
An accuracy in the calibration of 1.0 percent of Mach number nesr a Mach
A
number o&l.O corresponds to an accuracy in the measurement-of temperature
10 F below and 2° “Fabove the tropopause.of -
2
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CALCULATION OF ERRORS
Error in Mach Number Due to Error”in Measuring Total Tem~rature ‘.
Mach numbers equal to or kss than 1.0.- ROM the ~ys the
free-stream static pressure can be eqressed as
TMs relation
pressure PI
.
or
may be given
and T1 as
P
If equations (2), (3),‘and
temperature is
~ = f(T)
more specificaJ&
=P~+ & - K)
P =a+bT
(5) are combined,
relative to an arbitrary
(5) .
the relation for measured
+ 0.21QF) (6)Tin=+
[
%! 1a“(l(1 + 0.2F’)3”5-
Taking the derivative of ~ with respect to M and keeping ~
constant yields the following relation in differential form:
AM=
ATm
0.4TM(1 + O.Z?K%”)
[
~-~L
1 + 0.2KIF’1 + 0.2M2‘p
1~T
For NACA standard atmosphere below 35,332 feet altitude
. .
and above 35,332 feet altitude
.
,.
2.0
QT
dT
(7)
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Equation (7), for altitudes less than 35,332 Seet, reduces to
AM=
ATm
0.4T!M(1-1-o.2&)
(
‘K““ 0.6
l+o. mr?-l+o. d66 )
and, for altitudes above 35,332 feet> to
AM=
ATm
ox
Mach numbers greater than 1.O.- Similarly, for Mach numbers
greater than or eqyal to 1.0 and at altitudes of, or less than,
35,332 feet
AT.
(1 + o.2.mq 1(; 0.1903 4- -2 + 0.4KM?5.6M2 -0.8 ) A1 + 002KM2
and for altitudes above 35,332 feet
Error in Mach Number Due to Error in Recovery Factor K
Mach numbers equal to or less than 1.O.- Keeping ~ and Tm
constant in equation (6)and differentiating gives the following
relation for error in Mach number due to an error in the recovery
factor K
AM AK/K
—=
M z~l+o.2Kti?-2
‘ml+o.a?
From NACA stantird atmosphere at or below 35,332 feet altitude
eqwtion (10) becomes
,
AM AK/K
—=
M 1.332 1 +0.2KM2 -2
T,
(&)
(8b)
(ga)
(gb)
(ha)
.
.
(lo)
A 1 i-0.2?4<
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Above an altitude of 35,332 feet
AM lAK
—=. -—
M 2K (Ub)
Mach number greater than 1.O.- Similarly for Mach.numbers gpeater
than 1.0, the error in Mach number due to an error in recovery
factor K is
AM AK/K
—=-
M (12a)
~ (1 + O.Z!K@)
(
4
)
~+2
~2 5.6M2 -0.8 ‘2bT
For altitudes at and below 35,332 feet
AM AK/K
—=-
M
o 952 1+0.2KM2 ( 4-. Kh? 2)+25.6#’
and for altitudes above 35,332 feet
AM_= lAK
-. —
M 2K
-0.8 j
.
Effect of Temperature Recovery Factor on Accuracy of Calibration
(12b)
From eqmtions ( ], (9a), (ha), and (lX?@),the accuracy maybe
%!seen to vanish for M = 1.0 when
K 0.666 0
l+o.2&-l+o.2h?=
or
K=
0.666
1 + o.066&
and for M > 1.0 when
(lsa)
0.41UF
(
4
1 + 0.2KM? )+ 00193 3.6M -0.8 -2 = 0
.
.
12
or
k– )‘0”1903 5.6M2 -0.8-2
K= —
0.m2~+091903(,,$-o.8
The values of K at which the accuracy vanishes
follows:
MIK
0.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
0.66 “
.62
.46
.31
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(13b)
-2
)J
are tabulated as
Error in.Recovery Factor K Due to Location of
Thermometer in Local Flow
The error in K due to the location of the thermometer in a
region of local flow may be obtained by using the following relations:
and
TZ .T1+0.2M2
1 + o.mf
where Kt is the recovery factor based on local
Elimination of TZ from equations (14) and (15)
expression
(14)
(15)
~ch number Mz.
results in the
(16)
1 + O.m 1 + 0.2KZMZ’
..
.
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Combining equation (16)with equation (3) by eliminating T and then
solvtng for K gives the following relation:
K=~
[
1 + 0.2M2
( )11+0.2KZMZ2 - 1O.& 1 + 0.2MZ2
-J
The error in K is then
AK=
1K1-K. K1. — r1 + 0.23? J(1 +Uq&)- 10.2JF1 + o.2Mf .
Error in Mach Number Due to an Error in Measuring
Total PressureStatic Pressure and
Differentiation of equations (2) for MS 1.0 yields
l+02M2A~AM=->l~-
. P
.
For combined errors in static and total pressure
Similarly for M >1.0
AM=- M A42
4.0
+2P
‘3.6M2 -0.8
(1?)
(18)
(198)
(igb)
(20)
(21a)
14
and
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-—
.-
M APTAM= 4.0
(21b)
+2PT
‘5.6M?-0.8
For conibinederrors in static and total pressures
M
()
APT AJ
AM= —- -4.0 +2 pT P
5.$-- 0.8
(22)
.
*
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TABLE 1.- VARIATIOH OF MWWEKWC PRE2alRE wITHTEwmAmm FGRmFoTmlmAL Smvm
[U pressure given in inches of water and temperatures h % abs~
w! ‘% %’
(a) (:; 1 + 0.19E?F(8) (a) “(i)p (:) ~~ “M (d) T
143.6 124.O 431..1 19.6 0.4 123.6 1.16+? 0.46!3 1.0434 413.2
140.9 IJ?I..2 429.7 19.7’ .4 1.20.8 1.166 .474 1.0445 4LL.4
138.1 U8.P 420.1 19.6 .4 118.1 1,169 .478 I.okw 409.6
135,6 XL5.8 426.9 19.8
.4 115.4 I.lm .486 1.0468 407.8
132.9 113.2 425.3 19.7 .4 IJ2.8 1.178 .489 1.0473 406,1
130.2 no.6 423.7 w.6 .4 11o.2 l.lal .493 1.0481 404.3
U2>.1 105.6 421.o 19.5 .4 105.2 1.189
.X4 1.050-f 403.7
120.4 103.8 U8.1 19.6 .4 100.4 l.lgg
.51.6 1.@2~ 3~.2
Ii5.8 96.1 415.4 19.7 .4 95.7 1.ZLO .529 1.0554 393.6
IJL.3 91.7 415.0 19.6 .4 91.3 1.21.9 .539 1.05~ 3$z?.k
lq’.o m.11 416.1 19.6 .4 87.0 1.230
.552 1,1%03 392.4
103.1 83.3 417.4 19.8 .4 E!2.9 1.244
.567 1.c&7 392.4
99.L 79-5 4U3.3 19.6 .& -p.l “ 1.273 .577 I..0659 3$r2.4
bObtdmd by using a static-prmaamc err. L.& . O.@. 7his enxu WOVM be bcntn from pvioua Lmer-apsed g
cdilrathna .
%atlc p-esam-e la flOtteaaginat temprdmre in fig. 1 E@ is labeled “SmmY.” =%==’=
a%
—.1 + 0.2& *. K, t.b tempratuxe ..mry factor, iB t.mkan ae 0.9 for * exain@e-
nl
T F
o-i
9 , l ,
..
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TABLE 2.- TOTAL PRESSURES, STATIC PRESSURXS, AND
TEMPERATURES FCR HYPOTHETICAL CALIBRATION DIWE
El Pressures @ven ininches of waterand
temperatures in % abs~
121.9
141.8
162.2
183.6
21i. o
211,0
231.7
259.1
81.5 I 442.1
90.7 I 448.5
99*3 456.6
10’7.9 I 470.2
=8.9 486.3
U3. O 486.3
116.6 4g6.8
122.8 I 510.5
1.49’5
1.563
1.633
1.702
1.775
1.867
1.987
2.110
0.781
.823
.867
.906
.944
.988
1.041
l.ogl
.
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TABLE3.- VALUES OF T/Tm FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF p/pT
COMPUTED BY USING EQUATIONS (2) ~ (3)
~able made w for convenience of comput~g p and T;
all pressures given in inches of water and temperatures
in ‘F abs~
.
P/PT pT/p M 1 -i-0.198M2 T/~
0.40 2,5000 1.231 1.3000 0.7692
l41 2.4390 1.211 1.290k .7750
.42 2.3809 1.191 1.2809 .7807
.43 2.3256 l.1’p. 1.2715 .7865
.44 2.2727 I.152 1.2628 .7919
.45 2 l2222 1.134 ‘:.;$; .,7971
.46 2.1739 1.u6 .8022
.47 2.1277 L 098 1:2387 .8073
.48 2.0833 1.080 1.2309 .81Z4
.49 2.0408 1.063 1.2239 .8170
.50 2.0000 1.046 1.2168 .8218
.51 1.9608 1.030 1,Zloo .8264
.52 1.9231 1.013 I.2032 .8311
l53 1.8868 .997 + 1.1968 .8356
.54 I-.8519 .981 1.1905 .8400
.55 1.8~82 .965 1.1844 .8443
.56 1.7857 .949 1.1783 .8k-87
l57 1.’@l.4 l933 1.172X .8530
.58 1.7241 .917 1.1665 .8573
l59 I..6949 .902 1.1611 .8612
.60 1.6667 .887 1.~558 .8652
.61 1.6393 .87?L I.1502 .86g4
.62 1.6129 .855 1.1447 .8736
.63 1.5873 .840 1.1398 .8773
.64 1.*5 .824 1.1344 .8815
.65 1.5385
.809 1.1296 .8853
.66 1,5151 .794 1.1248 .88go
.67 1,4925 :77; 1.n98 .8930
.68 1.4706 1.1153 .8966
. — —
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T!RiiYd4.- COMPUTWI!IONOF p AND T BY USINGMEASURED
PT
121.g
141.8
162.2
183.6
211.o
231.7
259.1
Tm
442.1
448.5
4Y5.6
470.2
U6.3
4g6.8
0.650 0,8853
.66Q .88go
.670 .8930
.610 .8694
.620 .8736
.630 .8773
.580 .8573
.590 .8612
.600 .8652
.550 .8hk3
.560 .8h87
.570 .8530
.20 .8264
.520 .83SL
.530 .8356
.490 .8170
.500 .8218
.510 .8264
.460 .8022
.A70 .8073
.480 .8=4
(:)
79.2
80.5
81.7
,86.5
87.9
89.3
94.1
95.7
97*3
101.0
102.8
104.6
107.6
109.7
IU.8
113.5
u5.8
u8.2
u9.2
121.8
124.4
T
391.4
393.0
394.8
389.9
391.8
393.5
391.4
393.2
39?.o
397.0
399.1
401.1
401.9
404.2
406.4
405.9
408.3
410.6
$.;
414:7
aStatic pressure is @otted against temperature in fig. 1.
titersection of these curves with su&ey curve deter-
mines the free-stream static pressure f& the particular
values of pT and Tm in the calibration run.
v
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P*
(a)
M21.g
141.8
162.2
183.6
211.0
2U.O
231.7
259.1
TABLE 5.- COMPUTATIOIVOF ERRORS IN STM’IC PRESSURE
AND MACH NUMBER FOR THE HYPOTHETICAL CAIJXRATION
~_@l.pressures in inches o~water~
(:;
81.5
90.7
99*3
107.9
118.9
113,0
116.6
3.22.8
(:)
80.0
88.4
95*7
102.7
logo
109.0
IL5.2
121.5
P’-P
1.5
2.3
3.6
5.2
9.9
4.0
1.1
1.3
P’-P
P
0.019
.026
.038
.051
.091
.037
.010
.011
l?@? M
1.Z4 0.800
z.604 .850
I.695 .902
1.788 .950
~.936 1.019
1.936 1.019
2.OU 1.051
2.133 1,100
aFrom table 2.
%aken from intersection of curves in fig. 1.
(:; M
0.781 -0,019
.823 -.025
.867 -.035
.906 -.044
,944 -.075
.988 -.031
1.041 -,010
1.091 -.oog
*
.
*
..
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“126
122
1.18
114
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Figure l.- De$ermination of free-stream static pressure from the survey
and dive for a hypothetical calibration.
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Figure 2.- Error in static preaaure and Mach number for the hypothetical calibration.
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Figure 3.- Error inlfach nunber for an error of tl” 1?unmeasured
temperature K = 1.0. NACA standard atmosphere.
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Figure 4.- Error inlfach number for an error in K of TO.01.
NACA standard atmosphere.
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Figure 6.- Error in Mach nuniberdue to an error of %1.0 percent in
static pressure or *1.O percent in total pressure.
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